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Each student will be 

required to proceed on 

‘Practical Training’ for the 

fourth year. Training is 

provided in summer, for two 

weeks of practicing.

Apply a variety of technologies and 

materials and studio-specific 

processes to the creation of studio 

work.

REQUIRED OBJECTIVE

The aim of the ‘Practical Training’ is 

to enable the students to gain the 

kind and range of practical 

experience which will prepare them 

for their likely responsibilities, 

immediately after graduation.

OPPORTUNITY

Hands center provide a practical 

training for students in the

faculty of architecture. The 

training provide the information 

needed for the software 

programs used in the design 

section, and the use of the new 

technology of CNC leaser, CNC 

router, 3D printer,
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TrainingRules:PracticalTraining:

· Eachstudentwillbe requiredtoproceed on ‘PracticalTraining’for thefourth year.Trainingisprovided in summer, for twoweeksofpracticing.

· Hands center provide a practical trainingfor students inthefacultyof architecture.Thetrainingprovide

theinformationneeded forthesoftwareprograms used inthedesignsection,and theuseofthenew technologyofCNCleaser,CNCrouter,

3Dprinter,…

AimsofPracticalTraining:

· Theaim ofthe ‘PracticalTraining’ istoenablethestudentstogainthekindand range ofpractical experiencewhichwill prepare them for

their likelyresponsibilities,immediately after qualifying B. Arch.Course.

· The‘PracticalTraining’shouldbe regarded asan important academic activity.Howsoevergood the

arrangement oftrainingmay be,thetrainee student,still,has theresponsibilitytousehisown initiativein making thebestuseoftheopportunities

whichhe/she getsduring trainingperiodand prepare himself/herself for the profession.

· Thestudentshouldtrytoseeka varietyofexperiencesinhis/her ‘Trainingoffice’toacquaint himself/herselfwithvarious works, 

procedures etc.of building trade.
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SEQUENCEOF EXERCISES
The work of our practical training is divided in three axes:

The first axis: the implementation of 3D models for two architectural sections of international 

buildings. using a laser cutting machine.

The building of the Musée d'Orsay in Paris and the Heydar Alief Center were selected.

The second axis: Implementation of a maquette for the general site of Sheikh Daher Square in 

the city of Lattakia, in which a laser cutting machine was used.

The third axis: Implementation of desks of wooden pallets after choosing the most 

appropriate design by the students.
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Architectural Patterns and Models
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Course Chapters 



Course description

Chapter 1: Tools and materials used in model making 

Chapter 2: Implementation of a simple building model 

Chapter 3: Principles of model execution with modern technology

Chapter 4: Executing an architectural element model

Chapter 5: Executing a whole architecture project model

Contents
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Course description

The course introduces the students to the process of model making as a means of expressing
their architectural ideas. Different types of models are discussed, such as primary models which
help the student develop his design idea, architectural models, and models of interior spaces.
The course aims to develop student’s manual ability to use different materials (paper, cork,
plastic panels and other materials used in model manufacturing). Additionally, it focuses on the
importance of using modern technologies (such as 3D printers, laser machines and CNC) in
creating models and the way to use them correctly to implement different configurations.

HANDS PROJECT NUMBER: 610238-EPP-1-2019-1-JOEPPKA2-CBHE-JP

Course Code Pre-Requisite Academic level Number of weeks Number of teaching hours 

AEFC303 AEFC302 3rd 13 52 



Chapter 1: Tools and materials used in model making 

In this chapter students are:

 Introduced to the type of materials and tools necessary during the process of making a model .

 Taught the methods of cutting, grooving and bending various materials and how to merge them together
in order to achieve the final architectural model.
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These objectives are met through performing several exercises over two lectures (8 hours) in which
students make simple geometric models such as cube, cylinder, cone, rectangular prism, pyramid.
Students will learn how to draw each of these geometrics as 2D on different materials and how to cut or
bend them according to the used material and finalize the model correctly.



Chapter 2: Implementation of a simple building model 
In this chapter students :

 learn how to make a model on a scale, cut walls and ceilings , create interior elemnts sych as chairs and
tables, create ecterior elements such as cars trees and grean areas..

 are able to professionally execute building models and their architectural supplementary elements.
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These objectives are met through making a small architectural model such as multi-purpose hall or a
grocery store over 3 lectures (12hours)

drawings and 
tools 

preparation

Execution 
phase

Architectural 
supplementary 

elements

Architectural model making



Chapter 2: Implementation of a simple building model 
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The project is executed in the following steps:

1. Preaper the needed drawings and tools: selecting materials and tools and then drawing the building’s
plan and elevations on the selected material .

2. Execution phase: cutting the plan borders and elevations, then preparing the ceiling and walls. Then,
elevation are sticked together and the ceiling is installed above them.

3. Architectural supplementary elements: that are divided into:
a) Building add-ons elements: students learn how create windows, doors , furniture , tiling.
b) Landscape add-ons: students learn how create trees, people, cars, streets, heels or mountains.
c) Model’s Base: students are introduced into types of bases that can be installed in their model.



Chapter 3: Principles of model execution with modern technology

In this chapter students will learn:

 types of machines that can be used in manifacturing models and how to choose it properly according to
the suggested model design and materials.

 how to preaper architecture plans that will be entered into the program of model making machine.
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These objectives are met through two laboratory visits (8 hours)

First visit : Students will be introduced to the 3D printer and the laser machine in terms of how they are
used, what are their operating programs, what types of materials can they process, etc.
Afterwards students will experiment various material using these machines while making small
objects.

Second visit : Students will be introduced to the CNC-machine and will learn how cad files should be
drafted in order to be inserted into machine’s program. A small model will be manufactured in
front of the students, step by step, from the beginning till resulting the final model .



Chapter 4: Executing an architectural element model
In this chapter students will :

 execute a small architectural elemnet model using the available machines.
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Each student will work on a model over 3 lectures (12 hours) under the supervision of engineers and lab
workers. The chosen model will be a small architecture element such as window, door, table, chair, Islamic
ornaments, etc.
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Chapter 4: Executing an architectural element model
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Steps of model making process:

1. Students will draft their designs with cad program.
2. They will choose type of materials with which the model will be created.
3. The cad data gets passed onto the Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) process. The CAM package

involves the conversion of data into coordinates for the understanding of the CNC machine.
4. CAM programs transform the architect’s design into machine language and creates the model.
5. Students put all the pieces together and can add manually various details or decorations.



Chapter 5: Executing a whole architecture project model
In this chapter students will :

Make a model that represents an entire architecture project
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Students will be divided into groups. Each group will be composed of 2 or 3 students and will execute a
model. The chosen architectural project van be either villa, café, clinic or a small shopping compound. The
process of model making will take 3 lectures (12 hours) and will be manufactured using the available
machines. The process of the model making is similar to the previous chapter but is more components.
The architecture project model will contain :

a) The building along with its openings and various façade elements and decorations.
b) The surrounding landscape including streets, pedestrian paths, green spaces, water ponds, trees, etc.
c) Urban furniture such as benches, cars, traffic light, street lamps, trash bins, etc.
Each of these components will be executed separately and modified, colored if necessary and added to
the final model.



Drawing, modeling, and models
Introducing the concept of heritage

Elements in the formation and volumes in the models

RESPONSIBLE PARTNER(S):HOUIDA KHUZAM. FACULTY OF  ARCHITECTURE ,  

HOMS /SYRIA, JULY /2022.
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Plan of course

.

Introduction

The formation and its types

The concept of composition and its types

Introducing the concept of heritage elements in 

the formation and volumes in the models

Some exercises

References



Introduction
Formation and composition in traditional architecture

The relationship between the plastic arts and architecture is a reciprocal one as it
appears in the artistic and engineering plastic paintings and the study of surfaces
,as well as in the formations of volumes in an artistic and geometrical abstract
manner , as well as this appeared historically in traditional architecture and
heritage craft arts ,through the geometric and plant decorations and the use of
Arabic calligraphy and its types that are full of facades, heritage buildings , floors ,
doors and windows highly crafted , as was evident in the prominent volumes with
ornate surfaces (such as mashrabiyas ,fences,….) in historical buildings and designs
, traditional crafts had a prominent role in forming these formations in a beautiful
artistic way through the use of decorations and carving them on wood ,stone or
metal and the colored drawings on stained glass ,which formed the most beautiful

P



Paintings , and the art of making pottery and formations with clay has an important
role that appear in the mud houses ,their domes and walls.
Therefore ,it is worth taking advantage of these traditional arts and crafts in the
formulation of decorative formations on surfaces and volumes in an artistic and

engineering way and include them in the core of architectural education.

.



How to draw and make models:

In order to learn the art of drawing and formation in the level and space you 
should have knowledge of the methods of formation and artistic and
architectural formation and its types , also it’s necessary to enrich the student's 
imagination and strengthen his free hand in quick drawing sketches

.



 The formation and its types:

Formation elements:

Shapes are one of the design elements.

The artwork consists of elements

and critics differed in determining them ,even if they agreed on their existence. 

They are :1.Shape, 2.Line, 3.Space,4.Light 5.Shadows

.



Formation parameters:

1.Contrast
1. contrast types:
-Color contrast, contrast in size, contrast in lines direction, contrast in area,

contrast in shape. 
contrast in texture

.



2.Compatibility

3.Ratio

4.Shape

Formation parameters:

.



Formation basics:

In addition to their function in the plastic construction ,the plastic elements or 
vocabulary play an aesthetic role ,which is related to placing these elements on 
the surface of the design and their interrelationship with the neighboring 
elements that achieve various artistic values

1.The rhythm:- through( repetition , gradation , diversity ,continuity)

.



2.Balance

3.Unity in design and composition

4.Proportionality

Formation basics:

.



The concept of composition and its types:

In Art and design there is the method of arranging and coordinating the 

elements and parts of the construction so that it gives a consistent image

The composition includes a sense of three-dimensional mass or volume .It 

can be distinguished through the visual components of shape, size, color, and 

texture

.



Types of compositions:

1.Simple compositions

Simple composition’s types:

•Imperfect composition:

By decreasing part of its main volume

•Additional composition:

By adding a secondary volume to the original volume

.



Types of compositions:

Types of 
compound 

compositions

Orthogonal 
network 

composition

Irregular 
cluster 

composition

Radial 
composition

Linear
composition

Central 
composition

2.Compound compositions :consisting of more than one component

.



Introducing the concept of heritage elements in the formation and 
volumes in the models: Types of Islamic decorations

There are many types of Islamic motifs, which consist of decorative units

borrowed from nature with or simplification and some additions or

modifications

The decorative unit is the basis that is repeated to form the complete

decoration, and the shape unit is determined by the type of decoration that

will be drawn

.



Types of Islamic decorations

There are many classifications and types of decorations which is 

divided into :

Geometric decorations :They depend mainly on the geometric drawings 

according to mathematical and geometric rules ,they are formed from 

drawings and geometric shapes

.



Plant decorations: (floral motifs)

The botanical decoration depends on quoting their form from plants and their 
components of leaves ,stems ,and their inter weaving and branching

.



Animal decorations:

They were not used much in Islamic civilization, they rely on the form of animals 
and birds to express situations

.



Written decorations:

They are the decorations resulting from the over lapping of Arabic letters 
according to the rules that govern the type of calligraphy, and Muslims have 
been very creative in this color of written decoration which was associated with 
the Kufic calligraphy in particular ,because it depends on its writing on straight
lines and circles with some modification, it’s easy to combine the Kufic 
calligraphy with drawing decorations

.



Some exercises

- All exercises are combined with lectures about the ways of execute them 
Exercise 1:

The student is asked to draw a formation on an A4 plate from one of the 
geometric , plant ,animal or Arabic calligraphy motifs , with colors or black and 
white ink. Using the patterns attached below as examples

.



Stained glass

is a colored glass as a material or works created from it. Throughout its thousand-
year history ,the term has been applied almost exclusively to the windows of 
churches and other significant religious buildings

.



Some exercises

.

Exercise 2:

The student is asked to draw on an A4 glass plate ,a decoration in the type of 
stained glass in the appropriate colors in the traditional crafts laboratory under 
the supervision of one of the craftsmen using the patterns attached above



Gummy and embossed plates using cardboard

Exercise 3:

The student is asked to form a plate of A4 size cardboard to form surfaces 
gummy and embossed decorations similar to the formations shown above.

.



Some exercises:

Exercise 4:

The student is asked to draw one of the 

decorative formations on a wooden board in A4 

scale and cut and carve it on a CNC machine in 

the handicraft laboratory as in the adjacent figure.

.



Some exercises:

Exercise 5:

The student is asked to draw on one of the clay dishes that were formed in the 
traditional crafts laboratory on the clay-making machine using the following 
models under the supervision of one of the specialized craftsmen

.



Some exercises:

Exercise 6:

The student is asked to make a three-dimensional model of wood or cardboard
by combining decorative surfaces as shown in the attached volumes
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Some exercises:

Exercise 7:

The student is asked to form a traditional facade or (mashrabiya) from the heritage elements as 

in the attached examples using wood or cardboard using a wood-cutting machine in a traditional

crafts laboratory

.



Some exercises:

Exercise 8:
The student is asked to design and make a model of a traditional wooden chair
or table at a scale of 1/10 using a wood-cutting machine and CNC machine in a
traditional crafts laboratory as in the examples below

.



References or Suggested Further Reading
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The foundations of Architectural Design and Formation –Damascus University –Faculty of
Architecture -2006-

Compositions in Architecture Book (Don Hanlon )2009

Stained glass (wikipedia)

Principle of technical composition www.mowdoo3.com 2021

Traditional Hand Craft book

www.noor-book.com
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Design and Implementation of 
Traditional Architecture Elements
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Thank You for your 
attention!
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